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Concerning the adsorption of liquid mixtures on solid surfaccs, up till 
]Jow many opposite and conflieting theories are sustained. In our opinion 
one of the main reasons for these contradictions lies in the widespread aim at 
interpreting liquid adsorption on the hasis of certain analogies with yap our 
adsorption, ,rhereas at the same timc there is one fundamental difference 
hetween the character of thcse two types of adsorption: -viz. in the case of 
vapour adsorption the degree of the surface coverage varies with the equi-
lihrium concentration, whereas in that of liquid adsorption the surface is 
always completely covered and it is hut the composition which can \'ary in 
the interfacial layer, similarly to liquid-gas interfaces. We investigated, there-
fore, whether all analogy could he found hetween these latter two types of 
adsorption, with the hope that hy clearing up the prohlems related to the 
adsorption of liquid mixtures this will promote such inyestigatioll!3. 
Thermodynamic discussion of unimolecular adsorption 
It wa,; previousl r [1] sho,n1, that ill the case of pure physical adsorption 
of completely miscihle liquid pairs on solid surfaces, the interfacial layer can 
hc considered, to a goocl approximation, as heing practically unimolecular and 
the fact was hriefl~' referred to that in this case thermodynamic relations 
ought to he valid, identical to those which werc given hy HILDEBRAND and 
others [2J for the adsorption taking place on free liquid surfaces ill hut one 
unimolecular layer. For each of the two components one may write accordingly: 
(i 0= 1,2) (1) 
where Ji Xi = U; is the actiyity of the respective component in the bulk phase, 
fi being its rational activity coefficient which is i unity in its pure state; 
)'i l'csp. ~J are the free surface energy excesses characteristic of the pure liquid 
resp. of the given composition (X'I) in the illvorfacial phase; <Pi is the molar 
1 Pt'riudi ca Pulyt(>chnil'rl Ch. YI ::!. 
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value of surface required by component i(m2Immole);f( X'i = a'i is its aC'ti\'ity 
in the surface layer. The absolute values of y for the solid-liquid interfacial 
layer cannot be determined. In the case of wetting liquids (for our investiga-
tions only such ones haye to be taken into account) I' ought to be negatin~, 
the more so with the increasing strength of the adsorptive intcraction with 
the solid surface. Hence, in contradistinction to the free liquid surface, ;' 
does not mean an exceS5 of free energy in the surface layer, but a corre5pond-
ing deficiency. Equation (1) may also be int;~rpreted by ~aying that in the 
interfacial laycr the activity coefficient was split into two factors, the real 
aetivity coefficient hein g: 
ft =.f/ . exp (;1 i i') <P i 
RT 
(2) 
On the basis of relation (1), the equilibrium mole fraction (x') of the first COIll-
punent in the surface laycr, forming from a completely miscible binary liquid 
pair, can be expressed: 
x' __ ________ x_____ _ (3) 
where the ratio f;j; can further be re50h'ed into factors: 
N 
f * 2 (y, - y) <P., exp - -
RT 
(4) 
''h<Pl - !z<Pz The factor exp RT 15 a constant characteristic of the difference 
in the adsorption potentials of the two com.ponents, its magnitude determined 
by the free molar snrface energies for the individual pure materials. 
. (<Pz <PI)! The factor exp RT occurs only when the molar areas of the 
components are different. 
Concerning the adsorption at solid-liquid interfaces, it is well known 
for a long time that adsorption isotherms and hence the character of the 
adsorption can be divided in two main groups, according to whether there 
occurs a change in sign on the isotherm, i. e. whether in the whole concentration 
range it is the same component which is adsorbed more strongly or, depending 
on composition, the adsorption of one or of the other component is positiye. 
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On the basis of relation (3), together \\-ith relation (4), the sign of the 
adsorption, or otherwise the alternatiye whether the ratio x'jx is greater or 
smaller than unity, is determined by the following factors: 
1. The difference of the adsorption potentials of the pure components: 
2. The ratIo of the activity coefficients of the component,; m the bulk 
liquid phase: 
3. Thl>, ratio of the acti'ity coefficients in the surface layer: 
4. The variation of the free surface energy with the composition, in 
proportion to the difference of the molar areas: 
The condition of a ehangc in sign is that " should havc an extrcmum value 
for the corresponding composition. Similarly as in the case of tension equi-
librium, an extremum value of the vapour pressure can occur only if the ten-
sions of the two purc components do not differ too much just as the adsorption 
taking place at the solid surface does not change its sign, i. e. the adsorption 
of one of the components remains positiye (x' > x) eyerywhere, when the 
differcnce between the adsorption potentials is high enough. 
In the case of the difference between the adsorption potentials being 
small, thenriation of f2f1 or of filfi can be such that the isotherm changes 
its sign (adsorption azeotrope). Since at this point x = x', where also the 
equality Ji = fi' has to be 13atisfied. 
According to our investigations, in some cases the cour.se of the iso-
therms, their changes of 13ign are decisively- determined by the cour13e of the 
ratio .t;!.f1 [3]. 
The physical interpretation of the activity coefficients of the components 
in the surface layer is still an unsolved problem. A preliminary condition for 
the clarification of the physical background is to detf'rmine their magnitude. 
J* 
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By graphical integration of relation (5), (y 1 - Y) ([>1 and (yz -- y) ([>z can be 
determined [4] from experimental isotherms and thus, on the basis of relation 
(1) and in the knowledge of x~, the magnitude and course of f'ican be given: 
I-x 
1 Fdy 
RT dIn a1 
(5) 
,or, 2,3 RT ([>1 j~l 1') 'l-'1 = --- dIg a1 F I-x 
(6) 
,f" ai, I (Yi 1') ([>; ) 
J i = x'. exp I RT 
I' . 
(7) 
j.,*=~ I , (8) 
Xi 
Knowing the specific adsorption X (mmole/g), the compositIOn (x'i) in the 
interfacial phase can he cOl1lputed(1,3) with the aid of the relations (9) and (10) 
X = (n~ n~) (x' - x) (9) 
X' = -------~-',.;.-
3D 
f 
(p.mol/m2J 
2 
c 
F 
0,5 X 
_B_ 
(10) 
(11) 
B 
Fig. 1. Adsorption isotherm of the mixture benzene-cyclohexalle on carbon black at 25° C 
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where n~ and 11; are the amounts of the two components contained in the 
surface layer (mmole!g ads) and F is the specific surface area of the adsorbent 
(m2/g ads). Data characteristic of the adsorption equilibria in the system 
benzene-cyklohexane-carbon black are sho,,-u in Table I, and Figures l-_cL 
lX' I 8 
0,5 
c 8 
Fiu. 2. The variation of composition of the mi~ture benzene-cyclohexane in the interfa-
cial laver on carbon black (x') as a function 
of the' equilibrium composition of the bulk 
liquid phase (xB) 
2 
-(18-0) 10,3 
(ca/1m2] 
5 
C 0,2 0,4
X 
0,6 0,8 
~8_ 
Fig 3. Variation of free surface energy of 
benzene-cyclohexane on carbon black 
o falx} 
• fer,) 
A fBfx'i 
x r~r.<'i 
c x 0,,5 X' 
.c.J3.L.... _8_ B 
Fit,. 4. Activitv coefficients of the mixture acetic acid-benzene in the bulk 
~ - and in the interfacial phases, respectively 
For this system no adsorption azeotrope occurs, i. e. along the whole 
concentration range benzene is enriched only on the surface, i'i for this compo-
nent having the more negative -value. 
Concerning the course of the activity coefficients F, the question arises 
whether the splitting-off of the factor containing " from the global activity 
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Table I 
Benzene (1 )-cyclohexane (2)-carhon black" (F = 80 
Benzene (1) «(]Jl = 180 mJ'mmole) 
~ : 19 a 1 I-x 'B j ('II-Y) 10' x 
0.05 -1.014 0.137 -0.274 
0.10 -0.780 0.178 -0.227 -3.86 
0.20 1.42 -0.546 0.225 -0.171 -2.90 0.630 
0.30 1.32 -0.402 0.265 -0.136 -2.31 0.737 
0.50 1.17 -0.233 0.320 -0.086 -1.462 0.872 
0.70 1.07 -0.124 0.357 -0.049 -0.832 0.942 
0.90 1.00 -0.0-1~ 0.400 -0.019 -0.323 0.980 
0.95 1.00 -0.021 0.400 -0.009 -0.153 0.991 
Cyclohexane (2) (<1)2 = 215 m"/mmole) 
I-x I, Igo"J _L E, (y,--.') 10' ; (I-x') 
0.05 1.69 -1.076 -0.02 0.376 6.39 0.009 
0.10 1.58 -0.801 -0.04 0.367 6.23 0.020 
0.30 1.27 -0.419 -0.16 0.331 5.62 0.058 
0.50 1.12 -0.252 -0.32 0.301 5.11 0.128 
0.70 1.03 -0.142 -0.62 0.248 4.22 0.263 
0.80 1.01 -0.092 -0.90 0.210 3.57 0.370 
0.90 1.00 -0.046 -1.60 i 0.162 2.75 0.502 
0.95 1.00 -0.022 -2.60 0.110 1.87 0.672 
_ (y; - y) F. 
B; - 2.3 RT • BI - B2 
(y, -i'2) F 
-2:fJ[y- -0.38: ft a; x'; 
• :! -6.S .10" caUm" 
* The values x' are taken from literature [6] 
m2jg) 
It fl 
0.296 1.25 
0.344 1.12 
0,4.52 1.09 
0.538 1.09 
0.671 1.04 
0.796 1.02 
0.918 1.01 
0.959 1.00 
f¥ f2 
9.44 0.92.3 
8.78 0.910 
6.36 0.818 
4.29 0.668 
I 2.73 0.587 
2.18 0.594 
1.74 0.650 
1.41 0.88:) 
coefficient fi of the adsorption phase does not represent but a purely formal 
procedure, or else if it has a real physical meaning on the effect of interactions 
between the liquid molecules which are strongly affected by the force field 
of the solid surface. 
It follows from equation (5) th3t the free surface energy excess), assumes 
an extrcmum yalue where the isotherm changf'i' its si~n (;( = 0). As it has 
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Table II 
Acetic acid-benzene-charcoal (F = 620 11l'l/g)* 
Acetic acid (1) (ifJ i = 120 m"jmmole) 
I, 19 (l~ R, .< f* , 1 I{ ('(,-',/)10-
0.05 3.20 -0.796 1.11 -0.20 0.326 0..19 0.5·t -4.4 
0.1 2.82 -0.550 1.26 -;-0.10 0.386 0.73 0.69 2.2 
0.3 2.20 -0.180 0.93 0.52 0,461 1.43 1.13 12.0 
0.4 1.98 -0.101 0.42 0.59 0.463 1.71 1.31 13.0 
0.5 1.71 -0.068 -0.30 0.60 0.465 1.84 1.39 13.3 
0.6 1.50 -0.046 -1.40 0.59 0.470 1.92 1,48 13.0 
0.7 1.32 -0.034- -3.17 o -~ .;:,~ 0..175 1.95 1.56 11.2 
0.9 1.06 -0.020 -10.6 0.21 0.571 1.67 1.52 4-.7 
0.95 1.02 -0.014 -24.1 0.10 0.673 1..14 1.37 2.2 
Benzene (2) (ifJ~ = 180 m"/mmole) 
I-x I, Ig: Il ~ ~ R (I-x') f~' f; (,/,-'),)Iu' 
-~--~-"-
0.05 2.70 -0.869 1.28 0.56 0.327 0.11 0.28 12.3 
0.1 2..11 -0.618 1.57 0.68 0.129 0.56 0.35 14.8 
0.3 1.72 -0.287 1.36 0.97 0.525 (1.98 0.51 21.3 
0.1 1.50 --0.221 0.93 1.04 0.530 1.14- 0.56 23.0 
0.5 1.35 -0.170 0.30 1.06 0.535 1.26 0.62 23.3 
0.6 1.22 -0.135 -0.62 1.05 0.537 1.36 0.67 23.0 
0.7 1.14 -0.098 -2.16 1.01 0.539 1.48 0.75 22.2 
0.9 1.03 -0.033 --11.3 0.56 0.614 1.51 1.03 12.0 
0.95 1.01 -0.017 -21.2 0.26 0.674 1..11 1.18 5.7 
Bi= 
(I'i- 1') F BI-B~ = (1'1 - i)~) F = 0.16: ?J 1 -?::: - 1.01.103 cal!m~ 2.3RT 2.3 RT 
r-.!!i ,- . 
Xi 
.' *, l (I'i-i') <!)i ) 
. Ji=J iexP --- RT--
• The yalues fi and ifJi are taken from literature [6, 7]. 
already been mentioned, a ehange of sign can take place only when J;'i, the 
difference of the fr!'e surface energies of the pure components is small. 
In view of relation (1) having been originally proposed for the adsorp-
tion on the free surface of liquids, it may be <'xpected, that also in this latter 
case adsorption isotherms with changing sign should occur, but hitherto no 
investigations carried out from this point of view are to be found in literature. 
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Table III* 
_-\cetic acid(l )-benzene(2), free liquid surface, at 25 0 C 
X"l I, 19 fll Y'IO" d~. 'dIg fl • 10' %.10' i'al'm:: caJ m:! nunole.'m:.! 
67.47 
0.05 3.20 -0.795 66.68 -1.4 
-'-1.00 
0.1 2.82 -0.550 66.20 -2.0 -:-1.32 
0.3 2.20 -0.180 65.08 -5.8 -;-2.98 
OA 1.98 -0.100 64.55 -11.0 -;-4.85 
0.5 1.71 -0.068 64·.00 -21..:; 
-7.90 
n.6 1.50 -0.046 63.4-7 --IS.0 --4.6 
u.7 1.32 -0.034 63.:!3 -1.25 -0.21 
0.9 1.06 -0.020 63.-1-7 -'-29.5 -2.17 
x! /1 Xl f ,' f; f, I-xl I~' .12 
0.05 3.20 0.066 2.42 2.5.5 1.01 0.934, 1.02 1.00 
0.1 2.82 O.IH 2.26 2.35 1.03 0.876 1.06 1.0:3 
0.3 2.:!0 0.348 2.02 1.92 1.14 0.652 1.22 1.17 
0.4 1.98 OAil 1.68 1.69 1.22 0.529 1.38 1.34· 
0.5 1.71 0.613 1.39 1.38 1.35 0.487 1.38 1.% 
0.6 1.50 0.664 1.33 1.30 1.50 0.336 1.78 1.81 
0.7 1.32 0.701 1.32 1.29 1.72 0.299 1.73 1.76 
0.9 1.06 0.875 1.09 1.07 2,4,1 0.125 1.92 2.02 
0.95 1.02 0.928 1.04 1.03 2.70 0.072 1.88 UH 
f'i = :;: 
* The surface tension values are taken from the curye drawn through the experimenta I 
points. 
The starting point of our further invcstigations was the criterion that 
y has to assume an extremUlll value at the point of the changing sign. \X' f' 
searched for mixtures with all extremUIll value on their ;nuface tension curves 
and chose the mixture ac.,tic acid-benzene for a thorough examination. The 
slightness in the difference between the surface tensions of these two compo-
nents corroborates our statement, showing this as onc of the conditions to 
be fulfilled for the sign to change (extremum value of the surface tension). 
Table Il shows the course of the activity coefficients in the system acetic 
acid-benzenc-charcoal, whereas table III contains our determinations of the 
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Table IV 
Ethanol-benzene, free liquid surface, at 25 0 C* 
a, Ig0 1 
~' . 10' dy,'dlg al' lO~ /. . 10' 
Xl ('HI JIlZ cal,:m:! nlmoJe'm2 
0.254 0.597 -0.224 61.0 -14.0 0.77 
0.298 0.629 -0.201 60.5 -20.0 1.05 
0.335 0.660 -0.181 60.0 -46.0 2.26 
0.362 0.673 -0.172 .:;9.65 -57.0 2.66 
0.630 0.755 -0.122 56.6 -60.0 1.63 
0.836 0.861 -0.065 .:;3.6 -55.0 0.66 
Xl /, .< l": 
-'1 l, I-x{ r ; ):2 
------
0.254· 2.35 0.376 1..59 1.07 1.27 0.624 1.52 1.33 
0.298 2.11 0.157 1.38 1.66 1.33 0.543 1.72 1.49 
0.335 1.97 0.653 1.01 1.225 1.38 0.3,17 2.65 2.26 
0.362 1.86 0.725 0.93 1.12 1.42 0.275 3.29 2.27 
0.630 1.20 0.841 0.90 1.02 2.16 0.159 5.04 3.87 
0.836 1.03 0.919 0.94- 1.00 3.06 0.081 6.20 'L34· 
" The values :/ and .I; are taken from literature [6, 8]. 
xA/r 
j-t.mol/m2 
Fig. 5. Adsorption isotherm of the acetic acid-benzene mLxture 011 charcoal and 011 the 
free liquid surface at 25 0 C. 0 = charcoal (620m2!g); x free surface 
dependence on concentrations of the surface tension of the mixture acetic 
acid-benzene, of the free liquid surface adsorpti.on isotherm and of the course 
of the activity coefficients in the free liquid interfacial layer. As regards the 
course of If, the following should be kept in mind 
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ff < fi lIi the range X'i> Xi 
f7< =Ji at the point xi - Xi (azeotrope) • ! 
f* > r i Ji in the range «Xi 
Figures 5-9 show the adsorptive behaviour of the mixture acetic acid-benzene 
on charcoal and ou the free surface, re3pectively. Contrary to the adsorption 
B 0,5 
X4c 
Fig. 6. Equilibrium diagram of the acetic acid-benzene mixture at 25' C. 0 = charcoal 
(620 m'/g): x free surface 
f1Ac-1'} 103 
!cal/m'} 1 
Of+--+~---"I 
-1 
Fig. 7. Free surface energy excess of the acetic acid-benzene mixture on charcoal and on free 
surface. 0 charcoal (620 m'fg): x = free surface 
of solid surfaces on the free surface the course of the f; -s does not difff'r in 
its character from that of the fi-f'. 
In Table IV, data characteristic of the adsorption on the free liciuid 
surface of ethanol-benzene mixtures, wherea;; in Tables Y and Yl thuse on 
eharcoal from the same system, and comparative data of these two kinds of 
adsorption isotherms are to be found (Figures 10-14). 
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In Figure 10 the adsorption isotherm::; of the system ethanol-benzene, 
measured on two types of charcoal and on the free liquid surface, are illustrated. 
On the solid surface, there appears an adsorption azeotrope, whereas on the 
] 
2 
Fig. 8. Activity coefficients of the acetic acid-benzene mixture in bulk and interfacial phasc,. 
respectively. III f4c(x) : fB(x): 0/040<.>:'): fs(.>:'): 011 charcoal: x f4c(X'): fB(x'): free surface 
65 
63 
aa 0,4 a2 o /ogax 
Fig. 9. ,'- Ig a diagram of the acetic acid-benzene mixture for the determination of surface 
concentration-
X 3 
(p mdlm2j 
2 
- f 
-2 
-] 
Fig. 10. Adsorption isotherms of the ethyl alcohol-benzene mixture on charcoal and on free 
liquid surface, at 25° C, respectively. 0 = charcoal, 615 m"!g: :< = charcoal. 620 m"/g: 
6. = free surface (8) 
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free surface it is always the alct)hol which is enriched (hence, from the point 
of view of the type of isotherm, this latter ought to be comparcd to the system 
henzene-eyelohexane-charcoal). It can he seen from the curves !i, shown in 
0,5 
0,5 X 
-'-' -
A B 
Fig. 11. Ad50rptioll equilibrium diagram of the ethyl alcohol-benzene mixture at 25: C. 
0= charcoal, 61::; m~/g (6); x = charcoal, 620 m'ig: 6. free mrface 
flA- OJ 1b3H (ca/1m2) 3 ,....-"--..... "" x , / \ 
2 
o I---~----::,Iol 
-1 
Fig. 12. The variation of the free surface energy of the ethyl alcohol-benzene mixture, as a 
function of equilibrium concentrations. 0 charcoal (615 m'/g) (6): x = charcoal (620 m2/g): 
L = free surface (8) 
Figures 13-H, that on the free surface the valnes Ji do not greatly differ 
from the corresponding values Jh whereas on the solid surfaccs the respective 
courses are considerably different and are not even the same for the two 
types of charcoal. This seems to strengthen our assumption that thc resolution 
of the activity cocfficients is not a merc formalism. 
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Table V 
E thanol(l)-benzene(2)-charcoal (620 In:.!/g) 
Ethanol(l) (et)l = 120 m"immole) 
j, log a l 1. B, (Y,---/J HP x Jt (' I-x _1 
0.10 --1.97 -0.303 1.02 1.28 2.81 0.331 1.50 0.85 
0.30 2.10 -0.201 0.714- 1.40 3.08 0.411 1.53 0.86 
0.50 1.45 -0.14-0 -0.4 1.-10 3.08 0.432 1.68 0.89 
0.70 1.12 -0.106 -3.24 1.30 2.85 0.482 1.66 0.92 
0.90 1.02 -0.037 -12.0 1.00 2.20 0.620 1.-tS 0.95 
Benzene(2) «/)" 180 m"'m11lo1e) 
1-.,.- /, log ll~ E, (--:,-~,)l(P 1-x f~ H. 
0.10 3.66 -0.436 1.33 -0.17 -0.373 0.380 0.96 1.08 
0.30 2A3 -0.137 1.38 O.H 0.308 0.518 1.41 1.29 
0.50 1.74 -0.060 OA 0.22 OA83 0.568 1.53 1.33 
0.70 1.33 -0.034· -1.66 0.23 0.505 0.589 1.58 1.36 
0.90 1.08 -0.012 -9.2 0.12 0.264 0.669 lA5 1.3-1 
('J. .;) F 
Bi = exp -!.../2.3RT-
Bl B~ CrI :'2) !' __ = 1.1 2.3RT 
YI j'2 = 2.5.10-3 cal 1112 
If = .~i-
In Table VII, surface tension -,,-alues taken from earlier literature [3 J 
are quoted for some binary liquid mixtures, whose surface adsorptioil isotherms 
sho-w a reversal of sign. Although the reliability of these data may he questioned, 
as it can he safely stated that there exist completely miscihle liquid pairs, for 
-which the free surface adsorption re-,,-erses its sign. 
A closer examination of the liquid pairs quoted i.n Tahle VII reYeals 
that the two conditi.ons for the occurrence of isotherms with changing sign 
are the same as in the case of the adsorption on solid-liquid interfaces: i. e. 
an only small difference of tht' surface tensions of the pure component" and 
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Table VI 
Ethanol - benzene 
Charcoal (615 m 2jg) Charcoal (620 m2jg) Liquid surface 
SA /.A I.A'P SA I.A I.A·P SA 
~ ----~-; 
0.1 0.39 0.63 0.1 0.92 1..18 0.0 -1.47 
0.2 0.152 0.248 0.255 6.10 -1.05 
0.3 -0.10 -.065 0.3 0.50 0.807 0.30 6.05 -1.00 
0.5 -1.26 -2.05 0.5 -0.20 -0.323 0.335 6.00 -0.95 
0.7 -1.88 -3.06 0.7 -0.77 -1.56 0.36 5.96 -0.91 
0.8 -1.94 -3.16 0.63 5.66 -0.61 
0.9 -1.58 -2.57 0.9 -1.2 -1.94 LOO 5.05 0.0 
* mmole 
. 1. = g.ads 
F = mZjg.ads 
a rather considerable deYlation from the ideal beha';ionr. Thus, for instance, 
the difference of the surface tensions of benzene and toluene is small (.-:11'1.2 = 
= 0.35 ergicm2), but tbeir mixture can be considered as practically an ideal 
one, therefore, the surface tension has no extreIllum value. 
5 
3 
2 
Fig. 13. Activity coefficients of the ethyl al-
cohol-benzene mixture in bulk phase and in 
solid-liquid interface, respectively. -.- = fi(x); 
o = 615 m 2!g: x = 620 m 2!g:!l(x') -charcoal 
5 
3 
2 
8 X 0,5/., ~_A_ 
A 
Fig. 14. Activity coefficients of the ethyl'al-
cohol-benzene mixture in bulk phase and:on 
free surface, respectively. • = fi(x); 
o = fl(x') free surface 
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Carbon tetrachlorid (1) 
Chloroform (2) 
Carbon tetrachlorid (1) 
Acetic acid (2) 
Ethylene dichloride (1) 
Carbon disulfide (2) 
Chloroform (1) 
Acetic acid (2) 
Table \111* 
18 
18 
18 
18 
27.00 
:!7.33 
27.00 
28.08 
32.66 
32.24-
27.33 
28.08 
26.92 
26.26 
30.63 
26.62 
105 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
Acetone (1) 
~!ethanol (2) 30 
22.34 
21.81 0.4 maximum"? 
Ethylene bromide (1) 
Acetic acid (2) 
Chloro benzene (1) 
Ethylene bromide (2) 
Ethyl iodide (1) 
Acetic acid (2) 
78 
13 
18 
25.90 
21.81 
3U3 
40.16 
1 ______ • 
28.08 
28.83 
21.68 0.1 
34·.29 0.1 
26.69 0.4 
-~~',.-....... ~ -~. ~~- - --.~,~-:----.:----. 
Toluene (1) 
Acetic acid (2) 
Ethyl iodide (1) 
Ben;ene (2) 
i-Amyl alcohol (1) 
Ethyl acetate (2) 
18 
18 
18 
" "0 = surface tension of pure liquid, 
29.21 
27.57 
28.83 
28.94 
24.29 
24.22 
,'m = extremum value of the surface tension, 
x1m = mole fraction at the extremum value. 
27.50 0.3 
28.61 0.5 
0.8 
~Iethod for the determination of the adsoI ption of free liquid surfaces 
The investigation of the properties of the free liquid surface phase was 
carried out by measuring the surface tension, using the drop weight method [9]. 
A sketch of the modified stalagmometer used is show11 in Figure 15. 
Electrolytic gas is developed from the sodium hydroxide solution contained 
in vessel A. The uniformity of the current is ensured by a stabilized power 
supply as well as by a high resistance, in series 'with the cell. By the pressure 
of the uniformly developing electrolytic gas, the liquid to be investigated 
flo'ws from reservoir B into the tempered stalagmometer C, and drops out 
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from there into the weighing yessel D. Into the latter a certain initial amount 
from the liquid to be measured has to be introduced in order to ensure equilib-
rium of the drop "'ith its own yapour. The ,-aponr space is con,-eniently shut 
off by the upper bubble yessel also filled with the liquid to be measured. 
J 
col/on wool 
Fig. 15. Stalagmometer for measuring surface tellSion u5ing the drop weight method 
The lower eapilbry end uf the stalagmumeter is shaped according to the usual 
prescriptions, outer diameter 7.0 mIll, horc diameter 0.78 mm. 
The sensihility re"p. accuracy of the drop weight method depends on 
the following factors: 
1. thermostating, 
2. 111111113er of drops to hc weighed. 
3. speed and uniformity of dripping, 
4. eventual concentration change due to eyaporatioll and 
5. purity of \'essds and of the ma terir,l itself. 
Ad 1. Thermostating was hetter than =0.05 0 C. Since the temperature 
od . 
coefficients of the surfae(' tension of water and hutyl-alcohol' are l-.2::) : --0.15 
. 'dt 
and -0.08 dyn cm-I degree-I. respectiYcly, the maximal error caused by the 
temperature uncertainty amounts to =0.008, resp. ±0.004 dynjem, which 
corresponds to ±0.01° 0 for water and to ±0.02% for hutyl-alcohol. 
Ad 2-4. Somewhat conflicting requirements are raised hy the factors 
enumerated in items 2-4. In order to get the maximum out of the sensibility 
of the analytical halance the numher of drops ought to he high, at the same 
time the speed of dripping has to be greatly decreased, or else the kinetic 
energy at the separation of the drop cannot he neglected. For the diminution 
of the errors due to (>vaporation, the measurement has to he carried out, on 
the other hand, as rapidly as possible. Hene(>, the optimal measuring conditions 
had to be establish(>d hy simultaneous comid(>ration of the ahoye-mentioned 
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factors. The error due to evaporation "was eliminated by producing at the very 
beginning a vapour space of equilibrium composition in the measuring vessel 
D. According to preliminary experiments, a rate of two drops per miuute and 
a total amount of 20 drops proved to he the most favourable conditions. 
Ad 5. The suhsta!lces employp.d were: 
distilled water; 
analytically pure benzene (Chinoin), distilled fractionally from over sodium, 
and crystallized four times fractionally; acetic acid distilled fractionally twice 
and crystallized four times fractionally. 
The l'f'producihility of the measurements was first examined for water 
and henzene which are aceepted as ha>'es of reference. The pertaining data 
are contained in Tahle VIII, where g is the weight of 20 drops, in mgs. In 
order to be ablf' to repToduce the drop "eight measurements with such accu-
1'<IC), (of 0.05~~), apart from controlling the conditions already described 
above, the stalagmometer had to he i3Uspendcd on a ruhber strip to adequately 
prevent the vibTation of the pending drop. 
The ratio of the two surfaec tensions (water/benzene) is 2.543 ; 0.1%, 
accoTding to data from literature, ,,-hereas from our meaSllremcnts we have: 
2.521J 0.07%. According to litcrature, the surface tension of acetic acid at 
the temperature of 25.0° C lies hetween 26.9-27.3 erg/cm2, "Khereas, as a 
re8ult of our o"\,-n measurements we obtained 26.98 0.015 erg/cm2 • 
For the computation of absolute yalues of Rurface tension::;, either the 
yalllc of the surface tenEioll of water (primary standard) or that of benzene 
(;:econdary standard) usually "erye as a basis. For aqueous solutions, logically 
pure water, whereas for organic mixtures, particularly mixtures containing 
benzene, the Rurface tension (;f benzene is considered as the reference basis. 
The kind of relation assumed between the surface tension and the drop 
,,-eight presents, ho\\-e\-eL a problem of its own. According to the simplest, 
hut only approximati"\e relation, the surface tension is directly proportional 
to the drop weight at the moment of dripping, this weight bf'ing just equal 
to the surface forces acting at the "eparation limit8 (circumference of a circle) 
21' 7ij' = g 
\',here r = the radius of the CO'ltact circle. 
Hence 
1 
,'== ---
2 r:r 
a 
C 
(12) 
(13) 
the relation is a linear one, and the proportionality factur is the circumference 
of :the circle. In order to calculate the surfact~ tension~ from the drop weight 
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for different suhstanees with the aid of this relation, it has to be assumed 
that the proportionality factor is independent f)f the drop's suhstance, i. e. 
that the contact circle of the separating drop is identical for any substance. 
In prineiple this assumption is not eorreet, just because of the difference of 
the surface tensions, the dimensions of the drops, and owing to this fact also the 
eireumference5 of the eontaet eircles may differ for different substancc5. The 
situation becomes eyell more eomplicated because the drop does not hreak 
offinstantalleously. And so after the breakdown of the above foree equilibrium 
a drop more or less smaller than that corresponding to thi" equilibrium. falls 
down. 
To aeeount for these phenomena. empirieCll eorrection factors are general1y 
applied to relation (13). 
Aecording Lo the procedur,· of Harkins ancl BrO\nl, whi<:h is mostly 
accepted in literature [11, 12], the weight of the drop ought to be multiplied 
by a eo1'1'eetion factor depending on V'ra and this correeted \-alue has to be 
substituted into relation (13) in order to obtain a correct value for the surface 
tension (V= the yolllme of th,> drop ·whieh ean be ealculate(l in the knowled ge 
of the speeific wcight of thc liquid: r ~= the outer radius of the stalagmolllPter 
tube end). 
Aceording to their measnrements the factor suggested by Harkins and 
Brown is independent of the stalagmomett>r material and of thE' liquid, and 
can be well reprodueed. 
Table VIII 
The dispersion of the drop weight measurements (at 25.0: C) 
!!W;lter J J' f[benzene L1 ..1' 
1870A -6.2 38.5 743.5 -0.8 0.64 
1875.:5 -1.3 1.69 743.0 -lA 1.96 
1878.5 +1.9 3.61 745_0 -;'-0.6 0.36 
1878.7 +2.1 4Al 743.9 -0.5 0.25 
1873.2 -3.4 11.56 746.8 +2.4 5.76 
1877.7 -1-1.1 1.21 743.8 -0.6 0.36 
1878.7 +2.1 4.41 7,14.8 -:-0.4- 0.16 
1777.9 -;'-1.3 1.69 
1879.0 +2.4 5.76 
:lIean value: 1876.6 ,HA 
Standard deviation: ±1.0 = ±0.05 0 o: ±0.4 = =0.06% 
(V ~: ) 
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Ho,,-eYer, computing our U'Ol data uf measurements by assuming simple 
proportionality according to (13), a better agreement ,,-ith surface tension 
yalues, considered as the most reliable ones in literature, was obtained. 
In Yle,,- of the failure of a bett,>!, and absolutely reliable method, the 
surface tension yalues were, therefore, computed in this manner. 
It should be I1Dtetl, that the determination of absolute surface tension 
yalues with the preciEioll Ilpeded in our case (about -:-0.05%) cannot be con-
sidered as a soh-ed task, as can bp seen by sun-eying data giyen in literature. 
The probable errors of the surface tension yahC's indicated in literature as 
,,-ell as the deyiatiol1s between different author's yalues exceC'd the ; 0.05 0 '0 
limit (for acC'tiC' acid, for il1sta11cC', one finds ahout ~)_%). For the satisfactory 
solution uf the problem, ,,-e intend to ('arry out furtlwr m('a~lu('ments. not 
only by the drop weight but aho by other methods. 
lIethod adopted for investigating the adsorption on solid.li(IUid interfaces 
As it is kl1o\\l1, the determination of the ad:3orption taking place from 
liquid mixtures on solid interfaces i" carried out by immersing the adsorbent 
into a solution of' known amount (VO, Er) and of known initial composition 
(CC, XO) and by measuring the final equilibrium composition in the bulk phase 
(c. x). 
The eonditions for the rC'pruducibility uf the adsorption isotherms of 
billary mixtures are: 
1. Stl-ict ah~encc of any other component8 in the initial and ccluiJibrium 
mixtures besides the two in question; 
2. Real establishment of adsorption equilibrium: 
3. Constancy of tpmperature: 
-1. _-\.pplication of an a!lcquate allah-tical method. 
Fulfilment of the first condition is the most strenuous requirement. It 
means, namely, that the components furming the mixture should be extremely 
pnre, hence, for instance, completely free from water, and that the adsorbent 
cannot be allowed to contain any compOlwnts, impurities, water, which are 
soluble in the mixture in question. The complete remoyal uf ,,-ater fro ID the 
liquid compunents as well as tha t of the soluble ash and humidity contents 
of the adsorbent is a task requiring great and lengthy labour. 
The correct choice of the of ratio amounts of liquid and of adsorbent is 
another decisiye condition for the isotherm to be reproducible. The following 
contradictory requirements have to be satisfied: 
a) The polluting effect of thC' adsorbent should be negligible: high 
liquid-adsorbent ratios are de3irabll'. 
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b) The concentration change caused by adsorption should be high, in 
order to facilitate a more exact determination: this means a small liquid-
adsorbent ratio. In the c'ase of a suffjciently great concentration change, for 
the mixtures benzene-ethylalcohol or acetic acid-benzene, for instance, instead 
of the interferometer also an immersion refractometer could be conyeniently 
used, because only small amounts are nceded and the determinations are 
quicker and simpler than measurements carried out hy interferometer. 
In the case of particles having a diameter of 0.3-1.0 mm, the equilibrium 
of physical adsorption is practically completely estahlished within 8 hours. 
At the end of the first hour 70-90% of the equilibrium yalue can be meas-
ured. 
The temperature dependence of the adsorption of mixtures ethyl alcohol-
henzene was examined hetween O·-±-O c, c: on silica and charcoal. The maximum 
1 . JI.' 
temperature coefficient is - . 100 0.;5% 011 sili('a and 0.3% on char-
I.' .Jt 
coal respectively. 
To determine the concentration changes of hinary nonelectrolyte or 
weak electrolyte mixtures, in the maj ority of cases measurement of the re-
fractiYe index and especially the interferometric method is the most suitahle 
onc. Because of the high sensiti\'ity of the interferometer, in facL the deter-
mination of concentration changes in almoEt any mixture is possible (with 
a 10 mm cuvette, a change of 2 . 10-°, with that of 20 mm, one of 1 . 10-6 
and 'with the elO mm cuyette, a change of 5 . 10-- 7 can he measured in the 
refractiye index). Determination5 of athorption isotherm:; hy thi~ method, 
howeyer, hecome rather cumbersome, and for this reason the possibilities for 
using other methods have been illyestigated. One of these is the USe of the 
temperahle douhl{> prism immersion refractometer. Its sensitidty j" 1.5-
2 . 10-5 l'efractiyity units. Though this method requires yery careful thermo-
stating o\\-ing to the high temperature coefficient, hut an amount of 0.1 ml 
of liquid is sufficient (the yolume of the 20 lllm cu, ette of the interferometer 
is 6 + 6 Illl), and the measurement can quickly be carried out. It is to he 
noted that also the interferometer has to 13<' tempered and until the tempera-
ture is not quite equalized in the cell;:, the hand ,,-;-stem is blurred and rnigrat-
ing; the equalization time amounts to 5-10 minntes and dcpends greatly 
on the temperaturc coefficient of the refractiyity of the mixture in question. 
With the immersion refractometer, the temperature of the thermostat i~ 
rapidly taken up (in .30-50 second) by the small amount of liquid on tlH' 
prism. 
The use of the immersion refractometer is restricted, hut not excluded 
by its lesser sensitivity. It proyed E'uitable in the caE'e of mixtures for ,\-hich 
the difference of the refractiyities of the components is great enough, and also 
the concentration change ari~ing from adsorption is sufficicntly great. 
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In Table IX, the differences in the l'efractivities of the components 
of some mixtures as well as the concentration changes (Jx) corresponding 
to a change of 2 . 10-5 in the rcfracth-ity are contained (i. e. the change which 
can be detected by the immersion refractometer). 
Table IX 
~fixture n15 ..JnB .01" • 10' 
~Iethyl alcohol 1.32661 0.17132 1.16 Benzene lA9793 
Ethyl alcohol 1.:35944- 0.133-19 l.4t Benzene 1.49793 
-_._._----
n-Propyl alcohol 1.33358 \I.IU35 1.{~1 Benzene 1.'1979:3 
", ---~~-
Acetic acid 1.37003 0.12';"9 1.56 Benzene 1.19793 
Summary 
The adsorptiye properties of completely miscible binary liquid systems on free liquid 
and solid-liquid interfaces hayc been compared. It could be ascertained that in hoth cases the 
same two conditions ha,-e to he fulfilled for a reyersal of the sign of the acli-orption: the surface 
free energies of the pure components haye to differ only to a small extent and the mixture mnst 
deyiate from the ideal behaviour. 
Adsorption on the free liquid surface was examined by surface tension measurements 
using the drop weight method, by a modified stalagmometer. The optimalmcasuring conditions 
were chosen taking into ac~ount the factors influencing the precision. 
The adsorption 011 solid surfaces can he determined hy t he concentration changes oc-
curring in the liquid phase. 'Ve investigated the conditions to he fulfilled for the mixture 
adsorption isotherms being reproducible, and also in which cases ~onld the concentration 
changes be determined by the tempered doubJe prism immersion refractometer, instead of the 
more complicated interferometric method. 
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